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1 In this experiment, you will determine the radius of a semicircular card.

You are provided with the following items.

a semicircular card
a pair of scissors
a ruler
a pin
a retort stand, boss and clamp
a cork
a small mass attached to a thread, with a loop
a protractor

(a) Determine the position of the centre O of the straight side of the semicircular piece of
card, as shown in Fig. 1.1.

Fig. 1.1

Mark this position on the card. Explain how you determined the position of O.

..........................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................

(b) (i) Measure the radius r, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Note its value.

r = ................................................ 

(ii) Determine the percentage uncertainty in this value of r.

percentage uncertainty = ...............................................

(c) Use the pin to make a small hole in the card at A, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.2
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(d) Referring to Fig. 1.3, place the pin horizontally through A and into a cork which is held
firmly in the clamp.

Fig. 1.3

The hole should be large enough for the card to hang freely. Place the loop of thread
over the pin so the small mass hangs vertically below A. Mark the point B on the card
where the thread crosses the bottom of the card.

(e) Remove the loop and the card from the pin. Draw the line AB on the card.

(f) Make another hole at C, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Repeat steps (d) and (e) with the pin
going through the point C.

(g) The two lines drawn on the card cross at a point D. Measure the distance y between O
and D and note its value, (see Fig. 1.4).

Fig. 1.4

y = ................................................ 
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(h) Cut the card so that the angle shown as 2α in Fig. 1.5 is now 160°.

Fig. 1.5

(i) Repeat steps (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) and (h) until you have six sets of readings for 2α and y,
with 2α ranging from 180° to 80° in steps of 20°. (If you make a mistake in cutting the
card, ask the Supervisor for another one. You will not be penalised for this.) You can use
both sides of the card. Record all readings in the space provided.

Tabulate values of 2α, y, sinα and .

(j) Plot a graph of y (y-axis) against (x-axis).
sinα––––α

sinα––––α

O

2α
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(k) Determine the gradient of the line.

(l) Theory suggests that y = ( )( ).

(i) Use your answer from (k) to determine r.

(ii) Comment on your value of r.

...................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................................

sin α––––α
120r––––π
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